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ABSTRACT
The limiting factor in current designs for fast reactors is not only the reactivity, but
also the maximum permissible fast-neutron fluence in the cladding, especially for reduced
uranium enrichment cores using high-albedo MgO reflectors. The intent of this thesis was
to determine the best design parameters - fuel type, fuel compound, fuel arrangement, and
coolant - while observing these limitations. The ERANOS code was used to determine the
flux values for each design option. A curve was fitted to the fluxes taken at beginning of
life, middle of life, and end of life. This curve was then integrated progressively until the
clad fluence limit of 4 x 1023 fast neutrons/cm 2 was reached. The different design options
were compared with emphasis on minimizing enrichment and maximizing burnup. Sodium
was chosen as a coolant because of its extensive experience based compared to the other
options, as well as its heat transfer properties. Inverted fuel was found to be better
neutronically, in both clad lifetime and burnup than conventional pin-type fuel, but the
requirement of fuel venting may discourage use of this option. Uranium carbide was found
to be superior to nitride, oxide or metal fuel in its clad lifetime, especially if pin cell fuel is
used. If inverted fuel is used, uranium oxide is also a valid choice from a burnup and cost
perspective, especially should re-cladding not be feasible or desired, since the reactivity
and clad fluence lifetimes of oxide fuel are similar to each other.
Thesis Supervisor: Michael Driscoll
Title: Professor Emeritus of Nuclear Engineering
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1. Background
1.1 Traditional Fast Reactors
Fast reactors are a class of nuclear reactor where fast, rather than thermal, neutrons
are used to sustain the chain reaction. In a conventional thermal reactor, fission neutrons
born at energies of around 2 MeV are thermalized through collisions with a moderator
until they have energies of around 0.025 eV. Fast reactors have no moderator, and most
fissions are induced by neutrons with much higher energies.
The initial attraction of fast reactors was the possibility of breeding new fissile fuel,
according to the neutron capture sequence:
238U+ n -+ 2 39 U 4 239 Np 4 23 9 Pu,
where U-238 is used to produce the fissile material Pu-239 via neutron absorption and then
successive beta decays. This process was achieved by surrounding the reactor core with
"blankets" of U-238, so that neutrons which leaked out of the core would be absorbed by
the uranium. The Pu-239 that is produced can then be recycled as fuel into the fast reactor.
(Judd, 1981) In these breeder reactors, the neutron economy is such that more Pu-239 is
produced than consumed.
1.2 Current Design
The design used in this project differs from conventional fast reactors in that it has
no breeding blanket. In this way, it avoids the security concern from production of
plutonium. Instead, the core is surrounded by a highly efficient neutron reflector made
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from magnesium oxide. Previous work has determined that MgO is indeed the optimal
material for reflecting neutrons of this energy, with superior performance when compared
to more common reflector materials such as steel. (Macdonald., 2010) Because of the
resulting neutron economy, a once-through uranium fuel cycle, with no need for
reprocessing, can be explored. Additionally, the fuel cycle cost is expected to be
competitive with that of LWRs (Fei, 2011) This type of fast reactor is in an early stage of
development. Parametric studies to help refine such designs are the focus of the present
work.
The basic reference design, to which the studies will be compared, is sodium-cooled
and fueled with uranium metal (UZr). Its thermal power is 2400 MW. The fuel is loaded in
an inverse fashion, between channels of coolant, rather than the traditional approach of
fuel pins with coolant flowing around them. This configuration is known as inverted fuel.
This allows the fuel to occupy a greater percentage of the total core area, thereby reducing
the minimum enrichment that is required.
1.3 The Problem
Maximizing lifetime of the fuel is an important goal in designing the core. The
current designs for this reactor, depending on original enrichment, can have reactivity
lifetimes from 5,000 to 10,000 days. However, the cladding material, HT9 steel, can only
endure a certain amount of bombardment from fast neutrons. Specifically, once a fluence
of 4x10 23 neutrons per square centimeter is reached, the fuel must be removed from the
core to prevent cladding failure. Since there is a large amount of reactivity left, the fuel can
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then be re-clad and eventually reinserted into the core. The intent of this thesis is to
determine the optimal parameters for maximizing the length of time that the fuel is able to
remain in the core per each round of cladding, while minimizing the U-235 enrichment
required.
2. Method
The ERANOS code was used to determine the neutronics behavior for the different
variations analyzed. The varied parameters were fuel type (carbide, nitride, metal, oxide),
fuel configuration (inverted versus pin cell), TRU versus U235 fueling, and coolant type
(carbon dioxide, helium, lead, lead-bismuth, sodium). Each condition was examined
separately, and the designs were otherwise the same as the standard core, described above.
The output was then analyzed to determine the day the fluence limit was reached, and
therefore the total burnup before the fuel needs to be removed from the core. A
representative plot of the reactivity curve is shown in Figure 2-1. It can be seen that the
fluence limit is reached much earlier than the reactivity limit.
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Figure 2-1. Reactivity curve of the reference design - metal fuel, sodium coolant, and
inverted fuel at 10.23% enrichment, the minimum for positive reactivity at zero days. The
vertical lines mark 1700 days, when the clad fluence limit is reached, and 4650 days, when
the reactivity limit is reached.
The analysis was done using MATLAB software. The flux was reported by ERANOS
at three points, representing the beginning, the middle, and the end of a standard operating
schedule (0 days, 3000 days, and 6000 days). For each of the 179 radial points, the sum
over the eleven highest-energy groups (greater than 0.1 MeV) was calculated, and a
parabola was fitted to the total fast fluxes over the three time steps. That parabola was
then integrated progressively by day until the fluence limit of 4x10 23 neutrons/cm 2 was
reached. The shortest time to reach the limit over all 179 points was the length of time the
fuel could remain in the core. This method gave the peak fluence over each radial
coordinate; the axial value was the midpoint of the core.
All runs were complete using ERANOS v2.1 homogeneous RZ diffusion mode. (CEA,
2006)
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3. The Studies
3.1 Chapter Introduction
Table 3-1 summarizes the options of interest which were studied.
PARAMETER OPTIONS
Coolant Sodium, Lead, Lead-Bismuth, C02, Helium
Fuel Compound Carbide, Nitride, Oxide, Metal
Fuel Type U-235, Transuranic
Fuel Arrangement Inverted, Pin Cell
Table 3-1. The parametric studies conducted in this work.
3.2 Coolants
3.2.1 Background
Four different coolant types were examined -three liquid metal (sodium, lead, and
lead-bismuth) and two gas (carbon dioxide and helium). Lead-bismuth is a 44% lead, 56%
bismuth alloy. While it does have the advantage of a lower melting point than lead, it is
undesirable as a final coolant choice, since polonium is produced in the metal during
regular operation. Lead also has relatively poor heat transfer properties for a liquid metal,
so sodium may have an advantage for the metallic coolants even if the others are preferable
neutronically. The performance of the gases can be expected to be similar to each other, but
they were both tested nonetheless.
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3.2.2 Method
In order to make this change in the ERANOS code, all occurrences of sodium and its
properties were changed to the properties of the alternative coolant under investigation.
All elements were entered in their naturally occurring isotope percentages. The densities
of lead and bismuth were used at their respective melting points. The densities of the gases
were calculated using P =pRT at their operating points, 700K for both and 7MPa for
Helium, 20 MPa for C02.
3.2.3 Results
The results for this comparison are shown in Table 3-2 and Figure 3-1. Data were
taken at enrichment levels of 10%, 11%, 12% and 13%. These data were then run through
the MATLAB program described above to determine the day the clad fluence limit of 4 x
1023 was reached, and the burnup at that day was then calculated. Additionally, the day
the reactivity dropped below zero - the total lifetime, including re-cladding - was found
and the burnup at that point calculated.
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Carbon Dioxide Helium Lead Lead-Bismuth Sodium
DytoBurnu Burnup Buru unpBruDays to F aup Days to at Days to urnup Days to Burnup Days to BurnupEnrich- Fluence F n Fluence Fe Fluence Fe Fluence Fe Fluence Fluence
ment Limit Fluence Lii Fluence Limi Fluence Limi Fluence Limit FLimit
Lmit Limit .i.t Limit Limit Limit Limit LLmt .
10% 1234 55.86 1238 56.04 1230* 55.53* 1224* 55.41* 1371* 63.07*
11% 1295 58.63 1298 58.76 1293 58.54 1287 58.27 1436 65.01
12% 1356 61.39 1360 61.57 1355 61.34 1348 61.03 1499 67.87
13% 1419 64.24 1422 64.37 1417 64.15 1410 63.83 1563 70.76
Table 3-2. Comparision of the number of days to reach the clad fluence limit, and the
burnup at that point (in MWd/kgHM), for various enrichments and coolants. All are metal
fuel, inverted arrangement. *Note that the 10% level is provided for comparison only for
lead, lead-bismuth, and sodium, as it is below the minimum level of enrichment for positive
beginning of life reactivity (10.16%, 10.10%, and 10.23% respectively).
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Figure 3-1. Burnup at various enrichment levels for different coolants and inverted metal
fuel. Note the exaggerated scale on the y-axis, since all burnup values were very similar.
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The data for carbon dioxide and helium coolants were extremely similar, with only a
few days difference between them. Burnup values were also near identical for the two
gases. However, they were also very similar to the values for lead and the lead-bismuth
alloy. Only sodium was significantly better, at a fluence lifetime of around 150 days longer
and a burnup 11% higher. This may be due to the slight moderating effect of the sodium -
lead is much heavier, and the gases are not dense enough. As for total reactivity lifetimes,
with re-cladding, the gas-cooled cores both last about 5200 days, lead and lead-bismuth
5300 and 5400 days respectively, and sodium 4950 days. As for fuel cycle cost,, which is
proportional to the ratio of enrichment over burnup, C02, helium, lead, and lead-bismuth
were all found to be very similar, within 1.1% of each other. Sodium had a fuel cycle cost
approximately 10% smaller than the others.
Lead-bismuth is excluded from further study because of the issue of polonium
production during operation. Since there was not a difference between C02, helium, or
lead, and sodium was found to be only very slightly superior, coolants should be evaluated
based on other factors. Sodium is preferable to lead and the two gases because of its heat
transfer properties, so sodium coolant is recommended for future use..
3.3 Fuel Type
3.3.1 Background
There are four main options for uranium compounds for use as fuel - uranium
carbide, N-15 enriched uranium nitride, uranium oxide, and uranium metal (UZr). Oxide
and metal are the two most commonly used in current designs. Metal has the advantage of
much higher density than the others; but, on the other hand, it cannot tolerate high
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temperatures very well. Uranium oxide can, but it has a low density and the oxygen acts as
a partial neutron moderator. Oxide fuel also has the advantage of significantly more
technological experience, especially when compared to carbide or nitride fuels. Carbide
fuel would be less of a moderator than oxide and have better thermal conductivity as well,
but its properties are not as well understood or studied. Nitride has the disadvantage of
requiring use of the N-15 isotope (only 0.368% of natural nitrogen) to avoid the high
absorption cross-section of N-14. Additionally, it also has less research behind it than oxide
fuel.
The metal fuel had three zones, the innermost ring with 79% uranium and 21%
zirconium, the middle ring with 84% uranium and 16% zirconium, and the outer ring with
90% uranium and 10% zirconium. All other fuels were chemical compounds rather than
alloys, and thus the ratios were constant across the entire core.
3.3.2 Method
In the ERANOS code, all examples and properties of the UZr alloy were changed to
represent the appropriate compound (uranium carbide, uranium nitride, or uranium
oxide). All elements were used in their natural isotopic distribution, with the exception of
uranium nitride, which was N-15 only. Differences in smear density between metal and
ceramic fuel (75 and 85 percent, respectively) were compensated for using different fuel
and bond sodium percentages.
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3.3.3 Results
The results for this section are displayed in Table 3-3 and Figure 3-2. Three
enrichment levels were studied - 11%, 12%, and 13%. The day of reaching the fluence
limit was calculated from the MATLAB script described earlier and in Appendix B, and the
burnup at that point was then found. The overall maximum lifetime (the point where
reactivity goes below zero) was also found for comparison among the fuels.
URANIUM URANIUM URANIUM OXIDE URANIUM METAL
CARBIDE NITRIDE
Enrich- Days to Burnup at Days to Burnup at Days to Burnup at Days to Burnup at
ment Fluence Fluence Fluence Fluence Fluence Fluence Fluence Fluence
Limit Limit Limit Limit Limit Limit Limit Limit
11% 1770 111.8 1702 103.63 1556* 131.9* 1436 65.01
12% 1842 116.35 1773 107.95 1600 135.63 1499 67.87
13% 1914 120.9 1846 112.39 1647 139.61 1563 70.76
Table 3-3. Days to reach a total fluence of 4 x 1023 neutrons / cm 2 for three levels of
enrichment. Burnup values are in MWd/kgHM. Sodium coolant and inverted fuel was used.
*Note that, so they may be fully compared at all points, the 11% U02 data is taken below
the minimum enrichment of about 12% and is thus not an option for actual use.
160 -
140 -
80 -
~100 - or
80 -
60 -- 0--Uranium Carbide
40 - -- Uranium Nitride
20 - -dr- Uranium Oxide
-W-Uranium Metal
0
11% Enri hent 13%
Figure 3-2. Burnup at various enrichment levels for the four candidate (inverted) fuels.
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The fluence lifetime and burnup values are linear with respect to enrichment, as can
be seen in Figure 3-2. Of the four fuel compounds, uranium carbide and uranium nitride
have the longest lifetimes in the core, both superior to uranium oxide by about 200 days
and uranium metal by about 300. However, in terms of burnup, oxide fuel is the highest, at
around 135 MWd/kgHM for 12% enrichment, followed by carbide and nitride, each around
110. Metal fuel is the lowest, with a burnup of only 65 MWd/kgHM. Total reactivity
lifetimes, with re-cladding, are (at 12% enrichment) 4500 days for UC, 5100 for UN, 1350
days for U0 2, and 4800 days for UZr.
Based on these data, either uranium carbide or nitride appears to be the best choice.
They both give a long lifetime before re-cladding would become necessary (1800 days at
12% enrichment), and have burnup values of almost twice that of metal fuel. They also
have long reactivity lifetimes, with nitride having the advantage of about 600 days in that
area. However, nitride has the disadvantage of requiring isotopic separation, where
carbide does not. Uranium oxide fuel, while having the highest burnup at a set enrichment
level, requires a higher enrichment to match the fuel lifetime of carbide or nitride fuel. If
re-cladding is not an option, oxide fuel may be the best choice based on both burnup and
research and operational experience. However, if re-cladding the fuel is possible, physically
and economically, carbide would be a far better choice.
3.4 TRU vs. U235 Fueling
3.4.1 Background
The transuranics are the elements beyond uranium in the periodic table, with
atomic weights greater than 92. Fast reactors are capable of employing fuel containing
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these elements, mainly plutonium and minor actinides, which makes them useful recyclers
of light-water reactor spent fuel. If this particular design is indeed capable of being fueled
by transuranics, with similar performance, it would provide another application for the
reactor.
The composition of the transuranic fuel was (in the center region) 69.8% U-238,
0.5% U-235, 0.6% Np-237, 4.24% Pu-239,2% Pu-240, 0.6% Pu-241, and less than 0.5% of
each Pu-242, Am-241, Am-243, and Pu-238, and 21% Zr. The other regions had
proportionally more fuel material and less Zr. (As with the other studies, this parameter
was compared to the reference core with metal inverted fuel and sodium coolant.) The
composition formulae may be found in full in the code excerpts in Appendix A.
3.4.2 Results
The data for this section may be found in Table 3-4 and Figure 3-3. Four enrichment
levels were chosen, 10 through 13 percent Once again, the ERANOS output file was run
through the MATLAB script described in the Methods section to determine the day the
fluence limit was reached.
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TRU Fueling U-235 Fueling
Enrichment Days to Burnup at Days to Burnup atFluence Limit Fluence Limit Fluence Limit Fluence Limit
10% 1310* 59.07* 1371* 63.07*
11% 1363 61.46 1436 65.02
12% 1416 63.85 1499 67.87
13% 1468 66.19 1563 70.76
Table 3-4. Days to reach a total fluence of 4x10 23 neutrons / cm2 for both fueling types.
Burnup values are in MWd/kgHM. Metal fuel, sodium coolant, and inverted fuel were used.
*Note that the 10% level is provided for trends only, and is below the minimum enrichment
for both.
80
~60
,50
40
c30-
20
10-
0
Figure 3-3. Burnup
u-*TRU Fueling
--- U-235 Fueling
10% 11% 12% 13%
Enrichment
values for U-235 and transuranic fueling. Inverted metal
coolant.
The results for the transuranic and U-235 fueled cores are very similar, with only a
100 day difference in cladding lifetime between them. The burnup values are also very
close, as are reactivity lifetimes (both around 5000 days, or 3 cladding cycles for 13%
enrichment). Therefore, it can be concluded that this type of fueling is an option for the
reference design, making it more attractive for future use.
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fuel, sodium
I
3.5 Inverted vs. Pin Cell Fuel
3.5.1 Background
The new inverted fuel configuration was compared with the traditional pin cell
configuration. In the inverted design, the fuel is loaded around channels of coolant. This is
unlike other designs, where fuel pins in the core have coolant flowing between them. The
inverted configuration allows for more fuel to be present in the same size of core, which
should improve the neutronic performance. However, its use requires venting of the fuel
assembly to prevent over-pressurization of the assembly duct. This allows fission products
to escape into the coolant and cover gas. Most may find this to be too radical to implement,
though a recent study shows that it is worth further consideration (Vitillo, 2011).
3.5.2 Method
The relative percentages of fuel, coolant sodium, bond sodium, and cladding were
modified to represent either pin cell or inverted fuel. Note that all other studies in this
report employed inverted fuel. The inverted design has a much higher fuel fraction than a
pin cell. Complete details of the percentages of each are listed in Table 3-5.
PIN CELL INVERTED
Fuel 34.29 % 49.7 0%
Coolant Sodium 28.54 % 16.6 %
Bond Sodium 11.43% 20.3%
Cladding 25.73 % 13.4 %
Table 3-5. Material percentages used for pin cell and inverted fuel cores.
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3.5.3 Results
Enrichments of 10%, 11%, 12% and 13% were studied. The same MATLAB code as
before was used to analyze the output and determine when the fluence limit was first
reached. The results of this analysis are found in Table 3-6 and Figure3-4.
PIN CELL INVERTED
Enrichment Days to Burnup at Days to Burnup atFluence Limit Fluence Limit Fluence Limit Fluence Limit
10% 1105* 50.03* 1371* 63.07*
11% 1151* 52.11* 1436 65.02
12% 1194 54.05 1499 67.87
13% 1233 55.81 1563 70.76
Table 3-6. Days to reach the clad fluence limit, and burnup values at those days, for four
enrichment levels. Burnup values are in MWd/kgHM. Metal fuel, sodium coolant. *Note
that these values are below the minimum enrichment level for reactivity to be greater than
zero at startup.
80 -
~60-
40
20 -
0
-$-Pin Cell
--- Inverted
10% 11% Enrichment 12% 13%
Figure 3-4. Inverted fuel and pin cell burnup values for four enrichment levels. Metal fuel
and sodium coolant.
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The inverted fuel configuration performed better than the pin cell design, with a
longer clad lifetime of just over 300 days and 27% higher burnup at their respective ends
of life. As for reactivity lifetime, inverted fuel is far superior - at an enrichment level of
15%, pin cell fuel will last approximately 1800 days (one cladding cycle), while the inverted
configuration will last 5500 days (three cladding cycles). However, pin cell fuel is simpler
to implement and does not require gaseous fission product venting.
3.6 Chapter Conclusion
Sodium coolant provides the greatest number of days before the fluence limit is
reached; the other potential coolants (C02, helium, lead, and lead-bismuth) were all very
similar. Because of this, and its advantage in heat transfer properties, sodium appears to
be the best choice as coolant. As for fuels, if the pin cell configuration is used, uranium
carbide would be the best choice. However, if the inverted configuration is used, either
carbide or oxide are feasible, with oxide having a slight cost advantage. Inverted fuel, while
more technically complex, gives significantly better results in clad and reactivity lifetimes.
U-235 and transuranic fueling are roughly equal in performance and burnup.
4 Conclusions and Recommendations
The final design choices from the options in Table 3-1 are shown in Table 3-7.
Sodium was chosen for its slight advantage in lifetime and cost, as well as its heat transfer
properties compared with the other candidate coolants. Assuming that inverted fuel is
useable, it is recommended on a neutronic basis. Because inverted fuel has been chosen,
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carbide fuel is recommended. Either U-235 or transuranic fueling is possible for this
design.
PARAMETER OPTIONS
Coolant Sodium
Fuel Compound Carbide
Fuel Type U-235 or Transuranic
Fuel Arrangement Inverted
Table 3-7. Recommended core characteristics.
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Figure 3-5. Reactivity curve of the chosen design - UC fuel, sodium coolant, and inverted
fuel at 10.2% enrichment, the minimum for positive reactivity at zero days. The vertical
lines mark 1700 days, when the clad fluence limit is reached, and 4100 days, when the
reactivity limit is reached.
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5 Appendix A: Sample ERANOS Input (Reference Core)
run calculation.data
# include "BUcalculation.proc"
# include "fluxcalculation.proc"
# include "output ananlysis.proc"
# include "core description.proc"
!# include "coredescriptionNaplenum.proc"
# include "eccocellsdescription.proc"
!# include "NAKeccocellsdescription.proc"
!# include "eccocells_description_GPN.proc" ! reference calculation with Gas plenum
!# include "eccocellsdescriptionNaplenum.proc"
!# include "NAK ecco cells descriptionNaplenum.proc"
!*******************STEEL WHILE LINA WORKS ON IT***********
->TESTEDREFLECTORMATERIALS
MATERIAUSIMPLE 'RADREFL_TEST' STRUCTURE
FORMULEMOLECULAIRE 3.64
ELEMENT CIA 1.00
'Mg24' 78.99
'Mg25' 10.00
'Mg26' 11.01
ELEMENT CIA 1.0
'016' 100.00
DILATATION (EXPSTRU)
MATERIAUSIMPLE 'AXREFLTEST' STRUCTURE
FORMULEMOLECULAIRE 3.64
ELEMENT CIA 1.00
'Mg24' 78.99
'Mg25' 10.00
'Mg26' 11.01
ELEMENT CIA 1.0
'016' 100.00
DILATATION (EXPSTRU)
will be modified only in Na plenum calculations
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'PLNCOMP' ABSORBER
MOLECULARFORMULA 2.51981
ELEMENT CIA 4.00 ! CIA : Atomic porcentage for each isotopes
'B10' 20.0
'B11' 80.0
CORPS 'CO' 1.0
EXPANSION (EXPSTRU)
!*******************STEEL WHILE LINA WORKS ON IT********
! *******************T0 MODIFY***************************
->NAINFRACTION 20.3 ; in the bound (won't be voided)
->FUELFRACTION 49.7 ;
->HT9_FRACTION 13.4 ;
->NAOUTFRACTION 16.6 ; in the coolant (will be voided)
->MEAN ENRICHMENT 15.00;
->FUEL USED 'U235' ; 'UPU' or 'U235'
!***** *************TO MODIFY***************************
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->PASSE (300) ;
->ITER 20
->NG 33 ;
->TYPE GEO 'RZ' ; for fluence calculation need to be 3D
->TRANSPORT 'NO' ;
->PTH 2.4E9 ;
->EXPENSIONCORE 'NO'
->ADJOINT 'NO' ;
->ZINT 1 150 40 80
!->MASS 36600 ;! totale mass of HM in the REFERENCE core (used for BU calculation)
!->MASS 45600 ;! totale mass of HM in the TID core (used for BU calculation)
->MASS 53010.1 ; !total mass of HM for 9.9% enriched TID core with corrected El input
->PERT NB 1 ; ! number of the perturbation, for the archives
->PERTITER 9 ; !nb of iteration of PASSE efpd before PERT calc
->DNAPERT 0.85 ; ! sodium density g/cm3
->TFUELPERT 1030 ; ! Tfuel celcius
!PERTURBATIONCALCULATION ; ! if we do this, then we can't do
the first ECCOSTDCALCULATION
->T3M EDITION 'YES' ;
COREEVOLUTIONCALCULATION
MATERIALRESULTSEVOLUTION ;
->RAD T_RZ_R 130.0 ;
->RADT_3DXYMIN 30 30 ;
->RAD T_3DXYMAX 30 16 ; ! change to 44 16 / 16 44 for 3D
->RADTZ 151 ;
->AXT_3DXY 33 23;
->RADT_RZRMIN 0.0 ;
->RAD T_RZ_RMAX 210.0 ;
->AX_T_Z_MIN 100.0
->AXT_Z_MAX 202.0
-> ITER 0 ;
TRAVERSE_XY ;
-> ITER 10 ;
TRAVERSE_XY ;
-> ITER 20 ;
TRAVERSE_XY ;
* DAY
* MBUP ;
* 'Mean BU in MWd/HMKg' ;
* RHOV ;
Fin ;
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ecco cells description (EXCERPTS)
! ****************** ** ****** ****** ************ ***********
!******************TRU calculation********************
!************** ****** ************************ ********
->El (MEANENRICHMENT) ;
!---> fuel materials description
TRU CALCULATION
->FISSILEMATERIALLIST
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUELl' FUEL
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 13.700519 density of the fuel
ELEMENT CIP (100-21-(El)*(100-21)/100) ! CIP masse percentage for
each isotopes
'Th232' 1.E-10
'Pa231' 1.E-10
'Pa233' 1.E-10
'U232' 1.E-10
'U233' 1.E-10
'U234' 1.E-10
'U235' 0.711
'U236' 1.E-10
'U238' 99.289
ELEMENT CIP ((El)*(100-21)/100)
'Np237' 6.6627788
'Np238' 1.0E-10
'Np239' 1.E-10
'Pu238' 2.74092
'Pu239' 48.801869
'Pu240' 23.063897
'Pu241' 6.952595
'Pu242' 5.080743
'Am241' 4.679631
'Am242g' 1.E-10
'Am242m' 1E-10
'Am243' 1.470741
'Cm242' 1.E-10
'Cm243' 5.017E-3
'Cm244' 4.97653E-1
'Cm245' 3.8127E-2
'Cm246' 6.02E-3
'Cm247' 1.E-10
'Cm248' 1.E-10
'Bk249' 1.OE-10
'Cf249' 1.OE-10
'Cf250' 1.OE-10
'Cf251' 1.OE-10
'Cf252' 1.OE-10
'sfpU234' 1.OE-10
'sfpU235' 1.OE-10
'sfpU236' 1.OE-10
'sfpU238' 1.OE-10
'sfpNp237' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu238' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu239' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu240' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu241' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu242' 1.OE-10
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'sfpAm241' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm242m' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm243' 1.OE-10
'sfpCm243' 1.OE-10
'sfpCm244' 1.OE-10
'sfpCm245' 1.OE-10
ELEMENT CIP 21.00
'Zr90' 51.45
'Zr9l' 11.22
'Zr92' 17.15
'Zr94' 17.38
'Zr96' 2.8
EXPANSION (EXPFUEL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUEL2' FUEL
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 14.711031869
ELEMENT CIP (100-16-(El)*(100-16)/100)
for each isotopes
'Th232' 1.E-10
'Pa231' 1.E-10
'Pa233' 1.E-10
'U232' 1.E-10
'U233' 1.E-10
'U234' 1.E-10
'U235' 0.711
'U236' 1.E-10
'U238' 99.289
ELEMENT CIP ((E1)*(1
'Np237' 6.6627788
'Np238' 1.OE-10
'Np239' 1.E-10
'Pu238' 2.74092
'Pu239' 48.801869
'Pu240' 23.063897
'Pu241' 6.952595
'Pu242' 5.080743
'Am241' 4.679631
'Am242g' 1.E-10
'Am242m' 1E-10
'Am243' 1.470741
'Cm242' 1.E-10
'Cm243' 5.017E-3
'Cm244' 4.97653E-1
'Cm245' 3.8127E-2
'Cm246' 6.02E-3
'Cm247' 1.E-10
'Cm248' 1.E-10
'Bk249' 1.OE-10
'Cf249' 1.OE-10
'Cf250' 1.OE-10
'Cf251' 1.OE-10
'Cf252' 1.OE-10
'sfpU234' 1.OE-10
'sfpU235' 1.OE-10
'sfpU236' 1.OE-10
'sfpU238' 1.OE-10
'sfpNp237' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu238' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu239' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu240' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu241' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu242' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm241' 1.OE-10
! CIP : masse percentage
00-16)/100)
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'sfpAm242m' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm243' 1.0E-10
'sfpCm243' 1.OE-10
'sfpCm244' 1.0E-10
'sfpCm245' 1.OE-10
ELEMENT CIP 16.00
'Zr90' 51.45
'Zr9l' 11.22
'Zr92' 17.15
'Zr94' 17.38
EXPANSION (EXPFUEL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUEL3' FUEL
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 16.1395201
ELEMENT CIP (100-10-(El)*(100-10)/100)
for each isotopes
'Th232' 1.E-10
'Pa231' 1.E-10
'Pa233' 1.E-10
'U232' 1.E-10
'U233' 1.E-10
'U234' 1.E-10
'U235' 0.711
'U236' 1.E-10
'U238' 99.289
ELEMENT CIP ((E1)*(100-10)/100)
'Np237' 6.6627788
'Np238' 1.OE-10
'Np239' 1.E-10
'Pu238' 2.74092
'Pu239' 48.801869
'Pu240' 23.063897
'Pu241' 6.952595
'Pu242' 5.080743
'Am241' 4.679631
'Am242g' 1.E-10
'Am242m' 1E-10
'Am243' 1.470741
'Cm242' 1.E-10
'Cm243' 5.017E-3
'Cm244' 4.97653E-1
'Cm245' 3.8127E-2
'Cm246' 6.02E-3
'Cm247' 1.E-10
'Cm248' 1.E-10
'Bk249' 1.OE-10
'Cf249' 1.OE-10
'Cf250' 1.OE-10
'Cf251' 1.OE-10
'Cf252' 1.OE-10
'sfpU234' 1.OE-10
'sfpU235' 1.OE-10
'sfpU236' 1.OE-10
'sfpU238' 1.OE-10
'sfpNp237' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu238' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu239' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu240' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu241' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu242' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm241' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm242m' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm243' 1.OE-10
! CIP : masse percentage
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'sfpCm243' 1.0E-10
'sfpCm244' 1.0E-10
'sfpCm245' 1.0E-10
ELEMENT CIP 10.0000
'Zr90' 51.45
'Zr9l' 11.22
'Zr92' 17.15
'Zr94' 17.38
'Zr96' 2.8
EXPANSION (EXPFUEL)
! ************************************* ******** **********
!******************U235 calculation********************
! ************************************* ***************
!---> fuel materials description
->FISSILEMATERIALLIST
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUELl' FUEL
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 13.700519 density of the fuel
ELEMENT CIP 79.0 CIP masse percentage for each isotopes
'Th232' 1.E-10
'Pa231' 1.E-10
'Pa233' 1.E-10
'U232' 1.E-10
'U233' 1.E-10
'U234' 1.E-10
'U236' 1.E-10
'U238' (100-(E1))
'U235' (El)
ELEMENT CIP (1.OE-10)
'Np237' 6.6627788
'Np238' 1.OE-10
'Np239' 1.E-10
'Pu238' 2.74092
'Pu239' 48.801869
'Pu240' 23.063897
'Pu241' 6.952595
'Pu242' 5.080743
'Am241' 4.679631
'Am242g' 1.E-10
'Am242m' 1E-10
'Am243' 1.470741
'Cm242' 1.E-10
'Cm243' 5.017E-3
'Cm244' 4.97653E-1
'Cm245' 3.8127E-2
'Cm246' 6.02E-3
'Cm247' 1.E-10
'Cm248' 1.E-10
'Bk249' 1.OE-10
'Cf249' 1.OE-10
'Cf250' 1.OE-10
'Cf251' 1.OE-10
'Cf252' 1.OE-10
'sfpU234' 1.OE-10
'sfpU235' 1.OE-10
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'sfpU236' 1.OE-10
'sfpU238' 1.OE-10
'sfpNp237' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu238' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu239' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu240' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu241' 1.0E-10
'sfpPu242' 1.0E-10
'sfpAm241' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm242m' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm243' 1.OE-10
'sfpCm243' 1.OE-10
'sfpCm244' 1.OE-10
'sfpCm245' 1.OE-10
ELEMENT CIP 21.00
'Zr90' 51.45
'Zr9l' 11.22
'Zr92' 17.15
'Zr94' 17.38
'Zr96' 2.8
EXPANSION (EXPFUEL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUEL2' FUEL
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 14.711031869
ELEMENT CIP 84.0 CIP masse percentage for each isotopes
'Th232' 1.E-10
'Pa231' 1.E-10
'Pa233' 1.E-10
'U232' 1.E-10
'U233' 1.E-10
'U234' 1.E-10
'U236' 1.E-10
'U238' (100-(El))
'U235' (El)
ELEMENT CIP (1.OE-10)
'Np237' 6.6627788
'Np238' 1.OE-10
'Np239' 1.E-10
'Pu238' 2.74092
'Pu239' 48.801869
'Pu240' 23.063897
'Pu241' 6.952595
'Pu242' 5.080743
'Am241' 4.679631
'Am242g' 1.E-10
'Am242m' 1E-10
'Am243' 1.470741
'Cm242' 1.E-10
'Cm243' 5.017E-3
'Cm244' 4.97653E-1
'Cm245' 3.8127E-2
'Cm246' 6.02E-3
'Cm247' 1.E-10
'Cm248' 1.E-10
'Bk249' 1.OE-10
'Cf249' 1.OE-10
'Cf250' 1.OE-10
'Cf251' 1.OE-10
'Cf252' 1.OE-10
'sfpU234' 1.OE-10
'sfpU235' 1.OE-10
'sfpU236' 1.OE-10
'sfpU238' 1.OE-10
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'sfpNp237' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu238' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu239' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu240' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu241' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu242' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm241' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm242m' 1.OE-10
'sfpAm243' 1.OE-10
'sfpCm243' 1.OE-10
'sfpCm244' 1.OE-10
'sfpCm245' 1.OE-10
ELEMENT CIP 16.00
'Zr90' 51.45
'Zr9l' 11.22
'Zr92' 17.15
'Zr94' 17.38
EXPANSION (EXPFUEL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUEL3' FUEL
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 16.1395201
ELEMENT CIP 90.0 CIP masse percentage for each isotopes
'Th232' 1.E-10
'Pa231' 1.E-10
'Pa233' 1.E-10
'U232' 1.E-10
'U233' 1.E-10
'U234' 1.E-10
'U236' 1.E-10
'U238' (100-(E1))
'U235' (El)
ELEMENT CIP (1.OE-10)
'Np237' 6.6627788
'Np238' 1.OE-10
'Np239' 1.E-10
'Pu238' 2.74092
'Pu239' 48.801869
'Pu240' 23.063897
'Pu241' 6.952595
'Pu242' 5.080743
'Am241' 4.679631
'Am242g' 1.E-10
'Am242m' 1E-10
'Am243' 1.470741
'Cm242' l.E-10
'Cm243' 5.017E-3
'Cm244' 4.97653E-1
'Cm245' 3.8127E-2
'Cm246' 6.02E-3
'Cm247' 1.E-10
'Cm248' 1.E-10
'Bk249' 1.OE-10
'Cf249' 1.OE-10
'Cf250' 1.OE-10
'Cf251' 1.OE-10
'Cf252' 1.OE-10
'sfpU234' 1.OE-10
'sfpU235' 1.OE-10
'sfpU236' 1.OE-10
'sfpU238' 1.OE-10
'sfpNp237' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu238' 1.OE-10
'sfpPu239' 1.OE-10
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'sfpPu240'
'sfpPu241'
'sfpPu242'
'sfpAm241'
'sfpAm242m'
'sfpAm243'
'sfpCm243'
'sfpCm244'
'sfpCm245'
ELEMENT CIP
'Zr90' 51.4
'Zr9l' 11.2
'Zr92' 17.1
'Zr94' 17.3
'Zr96' 2.8
EXPANSION
1.0E-10
1.OE-10
1.0E-10
1.0E-10
1.0E-10
1.0E-10
1.0E-10
1.0E-10
1.0E-10
10.0000
:5
2
.5
8
(EXPFUEL)
->TINA 352.0 ; !---> Na temperature entrance of the core
->TONA 502.0 ; !---> Na temperature exit of the core
->TNA 427.0 ; !---> Na mean temperature of the core
->TSTRU 427.0 ; !---> structures mean temperature
->TBLANKET 427.0 ; !---> fertile mean temperature
->TFUEL (TFUELPERT) !---> fuel temperature
->DNA (DNAPERT) ;
->STRUCTUREMATERIALLIST
SIMPLE MATERIAL 'SODIUM' COOLANT
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 0.85000
ELEMENT CIA 100.00
'Na23' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'SODIUMCR' COOLANT
WEIGHT PERCENTAGE (DNA)
ELEMENT CIA 100.00
'Na23' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'TRACENA' COOLANT
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 1.E-10 ! this can be used for Na void coefficient
calculations
ELEMENT CIA 100.00
'Na23' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
SIMPLE MATERIAL 'HELIUM' STRUCTURE
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 5.28506E-4 for the gas plenium
ELEMENT CIA 100.00
'He4' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
!PT barres
for rods
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'B4C20' ABSORBER
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 2.51981
ELEMENT CIA 4.00 CIA : Atomic porcentage for each isotopes
'B10' 20.0
'B11' 80.0
CORPS 'CO' 1.0
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EXPANSION (EXPSTRU)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'STEELHT9' STRUCTURE
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 7.611
ELEMENT CIP 85.51306
'Fe54' 5.845
'Fe56' 91.754
'Fe57' 2.119
'Fe58' 0.282
ELEMENT CIP 11.5696
'Cr50' 4.345
'Cr52' 83.789
'Cr53' 9.501
'Cr54' 2.365
ELEMENT CIP 0.50302
'Ni58' 68.077
'Ni60' 26.223
'Ni61' 1.14
'Ni62' 3.634
'Ni64' 0.926
ELEMENT CIP 1.50905
'Mo92' 14.84
'Mo94' 9.25
'Mo95' 15.92
'Mo96' 16.68
'Mo97' 9.55
'Mo98' 24.1301
'Mol00' 9.63
ELEMENT CIP 0.90543
'Mn55' 100.0
ELEMENT CIP 0.37
'Si' 100.0
ELEMENT CIP 0.21
'CO' 100.0
ELEMENT CIP 0.51
'W182' 26.53
'W183' 14.33
'W184' 30.68
'W186' 28.46
ELEMENT CIP 0.29
'v' 100.0
ELEMENT CIP 0.016
'P31' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPSTRU) ;
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Appendix B: MA TLAB Fluence Script
maxfluxinput.txt
INPUTFILE [name offile to readfrom here].out
function maxfluximproved(inputfile)
% Code has been modelled on the PARCS post-processing code used at
% Brookhaven National Laboratory in January 2011.
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INPUT FILE READ
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
if (nargin<l)
inputfile='maxfluxINPUT.txt';
end
fidi = fopen(inputfile); %set fidi to FileID# of inputfile
tmpstr = [fgetl(fidi) ' ']; % tmpstr = INPUTFILE (name of .out file)
if strncmpi(tmpstr,'INPUTFILE',10) == 1 %if first 10 characters of tmpstr ==
INPUTFILE
sourcefile = strtok(tmpstr(l1:length(tmpstr))); %sourcefile = [name of data file]
fidisrc = fopen(sourcefile); % saves sourcefile ID# in fidisrc
else
fprintf('Error: INPUTFILE was not found');
return
end
START FILE READ
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
G1 = zeros (179,5); %preallocating the matricies
G2 = zeros (179,5); %each of these will represent one of the 11 fast groups
G3 = zeros (179,5);
G4 = zeros (179,5);
G5 = zeros (179,5); % [ POINT COORDINATE TIMEl TIME2 TIME3]
G6 = zeros (179,5); % [ POINT COORDINATE TIMEl TIME2 TIME3]
G7 = zeros (179,5); % etc...
G8 = zeros (179,5);
G9 = zeros (179,5);
G10 = zeros (179,5);
G11 = zeros (179,5);
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; reads first line of sourcefile
for time = (1:3);
while strncmpi(tempstr,' FLUX TRAVERSE VALUES l',48) ==
0; %while tmpstr isn't 'FLUX TRAVERSE...',
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temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; reads next line of sourcefile
end
for i = 1:12;
temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' 'I; reads next line of sourcefile
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,' ... ',7) == 0;
point = str2num(temp str(8:11));
coordinate = str2num(tempstr(20:26));
fluxl = str2num(temp-str(36:50));
Gl(point,1) = point;
Gl(point,2) = coordinate; stores point
Gl(point,time+2) = fluxl;
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; % reads
if strncmpi(tempstr,' --- ',7) == 1;
temp-str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];
end
info & flux in Gl
next line of sourcefile
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,'
0; %while tmpstr isn't 'FLUX TRAVERSE...',
temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; reads
end
for i = 1:12;
temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; reads
end
while strncmpi(temp_str,' ...',7) == 0;
point = str2num(temp str(8:11));
coordinate = str2num(tempstr(20:26));
fluxl = str2num(tempstr(36:50));
G2(point,1) = point;
G2(point,2) = coordinate; % stores point
G2(point, time+2) = fluxl;
end
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc)
if strncmpi(tempstr,'
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc)
end
]; % reads
,7) == 1;
' '];
FLUX TRAVERSE VALUES
next line of sourcefile
next line of sourcefile
info & flux in G2
next line of sourcefile
while strncmpi(temp_str,' FLUX TRAVERSE VALUES
0; %while tmpstr isn't 'FLUX TRAVERSE...',
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; % reads next line of sourcefile
end
for i = 1:12;
temp-str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; % reads next line of sourcefile
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,' ... ',7) == 0;
33
2',48) ==
3',48) ==
point = str2num(tempstr(8:11));
coordinate = str2num(temp_str(20:26));
flux1 = str2num(tempstr(36:50));
G3(point,1) = point;
G3(point,2) = coordinate;
G3(point, time+2) = fluxl;
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];% reads next line of sourcefile
if strncmpi(temp_str,' --- ',7) == 1;
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];
end
end
while strncmpi(temp_str,'
0; %while tmpstr isn't 'FLUX TRAVERSE...',
temp-str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; reads
end
for i = 1:12;
temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' 'I; reads
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,' ... ',7) == 0;
point = str2num(temp_str(8:11));
coordinate = str2num(tempstr(20:26));
fluxl = str2num(temp_str(36:50));
G4(point,1) = point;
G4(point,2) = coordinate;
G4(point, time+2) = fluxl;
FLUX TRAVERSE VALUES
next line of sourcefile
next line of sourcefile
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,'
0; %while tmpstr isn't 'FLUX TRAVERSE...',
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; % reads
end
for i = 1:12;
temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ' %; reads
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,' ...',7) == 0;
point = str2num(temp_str(8:11));
coordinate = str2num(temp_str(20:26));
fluxl = str2num(tempstr(36:50));
G5(point,1) = point;
G5(point,2) = coordinate;
G5(point,time+2) = fluxl;
FLUX TRAVERSE VALUES
next line of sourcefile
next line of sourcefile
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4',48) ==
5',48) ==
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];
if strncmpi(tempstr,' --- ',7) == 1;
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc)
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,'
0; %while tmpstr isn't 'FLUX TRAVERSE...',
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc) '];% reads
end
for i = 1:12;
temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];% reads
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,' ...',7) == 0;
point = str2num(temp str(8:1l));
coordinate = str2num(temp str(20:26));
fluxl = str2num(temp-str(36:50));
G6(point,l) = point;
G6(point,2) = coordinate;
G6(point, time+2) = fluxl;
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];
if strncmpi(tempstr,' --- ',7) == 1;
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];
end
end
while strncmpi(temp_str,'
0; %while tmpstr isn't 'FLUX TRAVERSE...',
temp-str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; reads
end
for i = 1:12;
temp-str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; reads
end
while strncmpi(temp_str,' ...',7) == 0;
point = str2num(tempstr(8:ll));
coordinate = str2num(tempstr(20:26));
fluxl = str2num(temp-str(36:50));
G7(point,1) = point;
G7(point,2) = coordinate;
G7(point, time+2) = fluxl;
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];
if strncmpi(tempstr,' --- ',7) == 1;
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '1;
FLUX TRAVERSE VALUES
next line of sourcefile
next line of sourcefile
FLUX TRAVERSE VALUES
next line of sourcefile
next line of sourcefile
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end
6',48) ==
7',48) ==
end
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,'
0; %while tmpstr isn't 'FLUX TRAVERSE...',
temp-str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];% reads
end
for i = 1:12;
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ';% reads
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,' ... ',7) == 0;
point = str2num(temp_str(8:11));
coordinate = str2num(temp str(20:26));
fluxl = str2num(tempstr(36:50));
G8(point,1) = point;
G8(point,2) = coordinate;
G8(point, time+2) = fluxl;
temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) '
if strncmpi(tempstr,' --- ',7) == 1;
temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];
end
end
while strncmpi(temp_str,'
0; %while tmpstr isn't 'FLUX TRAVERSE...',
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; reads
end
for i = 1:12;
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; reads
end
while strncmpi(temp-str,' ... ',7) == 0;
point = str2num(temp-str(8:11));
coordinate = str2num(temp_str(20:26));
fluxl = str2num(tempstr(36:50));
G9(point,1) = point;
G9(point,2) = coordinate;
G9(point, time+2) = fluxl;
temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) '
if strncmpi(temp_str,' ---
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc)
end
FLUX TRAVERSE VALUES
next line of sourcefile
next line of sourcefile
FLUX TRAVERSE VALUES
next line of sourcefile
next line of sourcefile
',7) == 1;
end
for i = 1:16;
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8',48) ==
9',48) ==
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];% reads next line of sourcefile
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,' ...',7) == 0;
point = str2num(temp-str(8:1l));
coordinate = str2num(temp_str(20:26)); %#ok<*ST2TM>
fluxl = str2num(temp_str(36:50));
G10(point,1) = point;
G10(point,2) = coordinate;
G10(point, time+2) = fluxl;
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];
if strncmpi(tempstr,' --- ',7) == 1;
temp_str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' '];
end
end
for i = 1:16;
temp-str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' ']; reads next line of sourcefile
end
while strncmpi(tempstr,' ...',7) == 0;
point = str2num(tempstr(8:11));
coordinate = str2num(temp str(20:26));
fluxl = str2num(temp-str(36:50));
Gll(point,l) = point;
Gll(point,2) = coordinate;
Gll(point, time+2) = fluxl;
tempstr = [fgetl(fidisrc)
if strncmpi(tempstr,' --- ',7) == 1;
temp str = [fgetl(fidisrc) ' 'I;
end
end
end
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------
% END OF FILE READ, START ANALYSIS
runningmin days = 6000;
newlow = 6000;
x = [0, 3000, 6000];
grand flux sum = zeros (179,5);
fluence limit = 4*(10^23);
for i = 1:179;
grand flux sum(i, 1) = Gl(i,l);
grandfluxsum(i, 2) = Gl(i,2);
grandfluxsum(i, 3) =
(Gl(i,3)+G2(i,3)+G3(i,3)+G4(i,3)+G5(i,3)+G6(i,3)+G7(i,3)+G(i,3)+G9(i,3)+G10(i,3)+Gll(
i,3))*3600*24;
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grand fluxsum(i, 4) =
(Gl1(i,4)+G2(i,4)+G3(i,4)+G4(i,4)+G5(i,4)+G6(i,4)+G7(i,4)+G8(i,4)+G9(i,4)+G1O(i,4)+Gll(
i,4))*3600*24;
grand fluxsum(i, 5) =
(Gl (i,5) +G2 (i,5)+G3 (i, 5) +G4 (i,5)+G5 (i, 5) +G6 (i,5)+G7 (i, 5) +G8 (i, 5) +G9 (i, 5) +G1O (i, 5) +Gll
i,5) ) *3600*24;
end
for i = 1:179;
y = [grandfluxsum(i,3),grandfluxsum(i,4),grandfluxsum(i,5)];
p = polyfit(x, y, 2);
x2c = p(1,1);
xlc = p(1,2);
xOc = p(1,3);
XX = 1:6000;
YY = x2c*(XX.^2) +xlc*XX + x0c;
YYY = x2c*(XX.^3)/3 +xlc*(XX.^2)/2 + x0c*XX; Integral of YY
for test_day = fliplr(1:6000);
if YYY(1, testday) > fluencelimit;
new-low = test-day;
end
end
if newlow < running_min_days;
running min_days = newlow;
end
end
ans = runningmin_days %#ok<*NASGU,*NOANS,*NOPRT>
end
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